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Attic Ladder Safety Railing
Whenever you enter your attic, your
Versa-Rail
unguarded ladder opening poses
a serious injury hazard to you and
your loved ones! Versa Rail provides
a safety barrier to guard against falling
through an unprotected attic ladder opening.
Versa Rail addresses a home safety issue that
has been largely ignored until now: Building codes
require safety railings on stairways and landings in the
home. However, the attic ladder landing has been left
unprotected by home builders and code inspectors
for years. The Versa Rail provides a simple,
low-cost solution to this problem.
In addition to guarding the opening, Versa-Rail
provides a convenient hand railing that
gives you a sense of safety & security.
The sturdy grab rails steady you
as you make the precarious transition
from the top step to landing and vice versa.
Versa-Rail installs in just minutes, making your attic
storage area safer for both you and your family members.
It’s a perfect job for the do-it-yourself handyman!

!
Problem: Entering or exiting the attic from a steep ladder
is very dangerous without a hand-railing to hold onto and
the unguarded ladder opening is a constant falling hazard
while you are walking around and working in the attic!
Specifications:
Construction:
Assembly:
Shipping Wt:
Vertical Space:
Opening Sizes:

Model 60
Powder-coated steel frame
Hardware included
24 lbs approx.
38" min. floor to rafters
Adjusts 22½ x 54" to 30 x 60"

Assembly & Installation:
Tools Required:
Wrenches & hand drill
Skill Level:
Handyman

Easy Solution: The Versa Rail dual grab bars provide comfort
and security when you enter or exit the attic via the steep ladder
and the Versa Rail provides a guard-rail to form a safety barrier
between you and the ladder opening while you work in the attic!
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For more information and to view the Versa Rail demonstration video, please visit our website: www.bpghome.com

